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Key news

Ÿ Copper has been caught in a tug of war between bearish investors citing resurgent coronavirus cases and bulls latching on to 

increasingly strong economic data. 

Ÿ Copper prices surged after robust factory data in China raises hopes of a demand rebound in the world's top metals consuming 

country. The manufacturing activity in China expanded at its fastest pace in nearly a decade while factories in the euro zone 

showed their first growth since early 2019. 

Ÿ China’s July new bank loans are seen falling from June but still likely to be higher than a year earlier, amid sustained policy 

support to get the economy on a solid footing after the coronavirus.

Ÿ Copper price may pressurize on uncertainty on whether U.S. policymakers can approve a new package of fiscal support for the 

virus-hit economy. However, hopes grew that a stand-off would end between U.S. Democrats and the White House on a new 

support package.

Ÿ Chile produced 466,500 tonnes in copper content in the month, down from 469,900 tonnes a year before, according to 

Cochilco. 

Ÿ Peru, a top global metals exporter, saw its output of copper and zinc nosedive in the first half of 2020, ravaged by restrictions 

put in place to curb the coronavirus outbreak, the government said. The world’s No. 2 copper producer said production of the 

red metal plunged 20.4% in the first half of 2020 versus the same period in 2019. However fading supply-chain issues may be 

weigh on copper as Peruvian production increased significantly over the last 3 months.

Ÿ Looking at copper mine supply, the latest government data from Chile shows that output declined by just 0.6% to 472kt in June, 

as mines continued to operate with reduced staff due to the rise in Covid-19 cases among workers.

Ÿ China released a better than expected Caixin Manufacturing PMI, which jumped to 52.8 the highest reading since early 2011. 

The US ISM Manufacturing Index rose more than anticipated to 54.2 (cons 53.6), back to levels not seen since March 2019.
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COPPER MCX CHART

TECHNICAL OUTLOOK

Copper futures at the MCX platform has settled flat at 502.05 on the previous week. Since last couple of months prices are trading higher from 

335.95 levels to 516.40 and now the price is in some relax mode. Copper prices traded above the trend line of 460 and also are trading above the 

200EMA daily support levels of 490. The immediate resistance 516.40 may act as a trend interrupting point. Overall the commodity is expected 

to move higher from its recent support level of 490.If it break and sustain above the immediate resistance line of 516.40 can see further upside 

move towards 535/550 levels in coming weeks. In other side if prices will success to breach the support level of 490 then can see the further 

downside movement towards 475/460.

August 2020
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NICKEL

Ÿ The Araguaia project in Brazil will produce ferro-nickel which is used in stainless steel. Construction is expected to begin early 

next year and the first stage of the project will cost a total of $440 million.

Ÿ Nickel projects outside of Asia have had trouble securing financing as production in Asian countries such as Indonesia is cheaper 

and has pressured prices.

Ÿ The Indonesian government has threatened to sanction nickel businesses that fail to comply with nickel ore pricing regulations 

and, therefore, pose a risk to the country’s plan to develop its downstream mining industry.

Ÿ China produced 14,600 mt of refined nickel in July, down 3.05% or 460 mt from June, but up 15.73% from a year earlier.

Ÿ While stainless steel accounts for about 70% of nickel demand, its growing use in electric vehicles is expected to be the main 

driver of consumption in the longer term.

Ÿ Rapidly rising stainless steel production in top consumer China has helped to preserve demand and prices of key ingredient 

nickel. 

Ÿ The global primary nickel market to a 100,000t surplus this year — the market's first primary surplus since 2015 — from a 

33,000-tonne deficit in 2019.

Key news

Ÿ Nickel prices are urrently trading firm in past one month due to supply woes as the behemoth Brazilian miner- Vale 

downgrading its nickel production forecasts for the year and heavy rains in the Philippines have disrupted shipments.

Source: Kitco metals
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TECHNICAL OUTLOOK

NICKEL MCX CHART

August 2020

Nickel future at the MCX platform has settled higher at 1095.60 on the previous week. At present prices are trading above the weekly 50EMA 

levels of 1060 and also above 200 EMA levels of 1040. The Momentum weekly Oscillator MACD is trading above the resistance line of 1050, 

witnessing bullish crossover. Buying can be seen again in the counter if it continue to trade above 1117 levels, which take the counter towards 

1150/1180 in near-term. If it break below 1040 levels and sustain can see further down side move towards 1015/1000 levels.
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Ÿ In July, Market Intelligence increased its 2020 zinc price forecast to US$2,021/t from US$2,000/t, based on the metal's 

performance up to that point and a greater demand forecast in China, while estimating zinc would average US$2,197/t in 

2021.

Ÿ So far Covid-19 related disruptions have helped to erase more than half of expected Zinc mine supply growth in 2020. Mine 

supply losses (including price related) have so far hit 0.65 million tonnes mainly from Peru, Mexico and Bolivia. Yet Australia, 

the largest zinc producer and the top supplier to China has remained unaffected.

Ÿ It estimated refined zinc output will rise by around 0.5% in 2020, even as mine supply declines by about 1.5%

Ÿ Zinc's rise in the past one month due to mine supply issues while traders, speculators and funds has been also buying back into 

zinc following the March sell-off. However, analysts are expecting that unlike copper, the zinc markets are remain 

oversupplied. 

Ÿ The International Lead and Zinc Study Group (ILZSG) estimates the global refined zinc market registered a supply surplus of 

241,000 tonnes in January-May alone.

Key news

Ÿ The risks are greatest in Latin America, which leads the world in new confirmed virus cases by a wide margin. 

Ÿ Although government-imposed lockdowns in most major metal mining nations are being relaxed, the rate at which mine 

output can be brought back could be slowed by still-high infection rates threatening to reduce labor availability.

Source: Kitco metals
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ZINC MCX CHART

August 2020

Zinc future at the MCX platform has settled higher at 165.70 on the previous week. From last couple of weeks, prices are trading higher from 

131.95 to 166.30.  At present prices are trading above the daily 200EMA levels 158 and as well as above the weekly rising trend line resistance 

levels of 160. The short to medium term trend is bullish only and if it trade above 166.50 can see further upside again up to 190/195. But the view 

will be intact until the recent low 155 is not interrupted.
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Ÿ Lead stocks at LME hover near December 2018 highs while those at SHFE are retreating from January 2020 high hit in July.

Ÿ With demand for cleaner forms of energy and a greater need for flexibility and reliability in the power supply, the role of 

battery energy storage is critical. Predictions of 400,000 MWh of battery storage required by 2025 means that the demand of 

lead will improve.

Ÿ Batteries are essential to the future of energy storage. As the transition to renewable energy sources continues across the 

globe, advanced lead batteries will continue to innovate to meet evolving technical demands and make a clean energy future a 

reality

Ÿ In LME, LME stockpiles is around 118,150 – the highest since mid-Sept 2018.

Key news

Ÿ Lead prices recovered from the low of $1600 in May and soared near $1865 in July in LME on improved demand. 

Ÿ With some restart of manufacturing activities in China, unlocking economies amid comfortable supply lead saw continuous 

upside from the month of May. Nevertheless massive increase in Covid 19 has limited the upside.  New round of stimulus talk 

amid fall in dollar index also supported higher side in lead futures. 

Ÿ A rebound in global auto sales may lend support to lead prices. 

August 2020

Source: Kitco metals
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TECHNICAL OUTLOOK

LEAD MCX CHART

August 2020

Lead future at the MCX platform has settled higher at 151.90 on the previous week. Last week prices has been broken the resistance level of 147 

and made a high of 155.45 after a long time consolidation. At present prices are trading above the daily 50EMA levels of 147.The Momentum 

Oscillator Stochastic (14,3,3) is now witnessing positive divergence and also providing bullish trend for short to medium term basis. The 50 days 

EMA sustained on the higher side which indicates buying in short term basis. So overall the commodity is expected to move higher from its 

support level of 145. Now the crucial resistance is seen at 155.50 which was the last week high, sustainable trade above this level will see the good 

upside move towards 162/165 in this month.
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ALUMINUM 

Key news

Ÿ Aluminium was the star performer of the first half of the year in terms of trading activity.

Ÿ The price may get support due to a fall in stockpiles at LME-monitored warehouses and expectations of strong demand in 

China.

Ÿ China’s Henan Shenhuo Group had switched on the third 150,000-tonne production line of its aluminium smelting project in 

Yunnan province.

Ÿ Canada has announced a C$3.6bn ($2.7bn, £2.1bn) tariff on US aluminium products a day after US President Donald Trump 

imposed a 10% tariff on some Canadian aluminium products.

Ÿ Canada and the US reached a deal last year to lift tariffs on steel and aluminium imports that had been imposed on grounds of 

"national security". Mr Trump reintroduced them to protect the US industry.

Ÿ Aluminum stocks at LME are retreating from April 2017 high hit last month while those at SHFE hover near January 2020 lows.

Source Kitco metals
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TECHNICAL OUTLOOK

ALUMINIUM MCX CHART

August 2020

Aluminium Future at the MCX platform has settled higher at 145.05 on last week, from the previous closing price of 140.90.From last couple of 

weeks prices have been traded higher and now the prices have trading above the 14 days moving averages of 142.194. The medium term channel 

resistance of 142 is already breached on previous month and also sustained above the 14 days moving averages of 142. Now the next immediate 

resistance is seen at 148, sustainable trade above 148 can expect to move towards 152/155.Overall the commodity is expected to move higher 

from its support level. Thus we recommend buying on dips in this month.
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